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ABSTRACT

This Final Report documents the results and conclusions established

by Dynetics, Inc. on Contract DASG60-75-C-0041, Mod P0009 for the period

of technical performance from I August 1977 through 30 September 1978. The

objective of thii effort is to investigate the application of nonlinear

signal processing techniques to the suppression of jammer signals that are

potential threats to BMD radars. A broad class of potential jamming

signals are Id-itified on the basis of their statistical and spectral

characteribtics. Six candidate nonlinear processing techniques, which were

investigated for their applicability to the various jamming signals, are

discussed. Three techr'ques are identified as applicable for BMD signal

processors. These techniques were implemented in simulated signal pro-

cessors, and their advantage over conventional matched filters was de-

termined for several categories of jamming signals.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

This report summarizes the activities performnd by Dynetics, Inc.

on Contract DASG60-75-C-0041, Mod P0009 during the period of technical

performance from 1 August 1977 through 30 September 1978. The objective

of this effort was to investigate the application of nonlinear signal

processing techniques to the suppression of jammer signals that are poten-

tial threats to BMD radars. This effort has been divided into three

major task areas: 1) jammer signal characterization, 2) investigation

of modern detection and estimation techniques, and 3) evaluation of

candidate signal processing algorithms. During the first period of tech-

nical performance, Tasks 1 and 2 received the focus of attention. The

applicable results and conclusions were documenteJ fully in Interim Report

SAPR-78-BMDSCOM-0041-001, "Optimal Nonlinear Filtering for Jamming

Suppression" (Reference 1). Those findings are summarized in this Final

Report. Task 3, the evaluation of candidate signal processing algorithams,

is the major topic of this report. Six nornlinear signal processing tech-

niques were ;:prceived as having potential applicability to BMD. Three of

thest! techniques have subsequently been identified as applicable to the

somewhat unique environment associated with BMD.

1.1 REPORT SUMMARY

Section 2.0 of this report is a summary of the investigations

conducted under this contractual effort. The first area investigated was

the classificae.ion of jammers signal types. This classification was
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developed from considerations of the characteristics of Jamming signals that

might directly affect the Atrategy or -erformance of jamming mitigation

techniques. No specific foreign BMD jamming signals are known, and a survey

of air defense radar jamming yielded little insight into BMD Jaw,,.,.rg signals.

The usual assumption concerning jamming signals for BMD is that they

are wide band Gaussian signals. Under such an assumption, the optimum

detection processing is well known to be the standard matched filter.

Therefore, for the purposes nf considering nonlinear processing techniques,

it is paramount 'that other jamm;ng signal types are allowed. In this

report, several other types of Jamming signals are considered with no judg-

ment being made as to the likelihood of their occurrence. It must be

pointed out, however, that the conditions under which wide band Gaussian

jamming is optimum for the offense are quite nebulous. Consequently, considera-

ti'n of other types of jamming signals should not be construed as academic.

A total of thirteen generic jamming signal categories are discussed.

During the early phases of this Atudy, research led to six nonlinear

techniques that might provide some measure of improvement for one or more

of the jamming signal types considered. These techniques were discussed in

some detail in the Interim Report (Reference 1). Section 2.2 of this report

summarizes these discussions. Of the six techniques initially examined,

three were found to be worthy of detailed evaluation. These three were the

Adaptive Generalized Matched Filter (AGMF), non-coherent clipping/blanking,

and the Filter-Nonlinearity-Filter (FNF). These three techniques were

1-2
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evaluated by means of digital signal processing simulations. The simula-

tions were exercised in a Monte Carlo fashion to estimete the improvement

in signal plus interference-to-interference power ratio relative to that

obtained by conventional matched filter processing. Where feasible,

detection performance was directly estimated by counting detections. Sec-'

tion 3.0 documents the results for these exercises.

The AGMF, non-coherent clipping/blanking in the frequency domain,

and the FNF processor are all suitable for narrow band Jamming. Three

forms of the FNP processor were considered: Taylor processing and two

techniques of independent AGC's on sub-bands of the signal of interest.

The two AGC techniques are denoted as peak-normalizing and RMS-normalizing

AGC processing. Under similar conditions in the presence of narrow band

interference, these techniques exhibited the improvement ratios given in

the following table:

TABLE 1-1. COMPARISON OF NONLINEAR TECHNIQUES FOR THE
REDUCTION OF NARROW-BAND JAMMING INTERFERENCE

NONLINEAR PROCESSING IMPROVEMENT
TECHNIQUES FACTOR (dB)

AGMF 2.9

Non-coherent clipping 2.9

Non-coherent blanking 2.7

Taylor FNF 2.3

Peak-normalizing AGC FNF 1.2

RMS-normalizing AGC FNF 1.7

1-3
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This table shows that comparable performance was obtained by at least one

form of the three basic techniques considered. Although not indicated by

the table, the AGMF suffers a drawback that the other techniques do not

possess. That is, non-stationary jammning signals can defeat the estimation

procedure required by the AGMF.

The non-coherent clipping and blanking techniques are applicable to

time domain processing for the reduction of the effects from pulsed jamuning

signals. Their performance !-a~ demonstrated to be quite spectacular for

pulse jamming with even 50% duty cycles.

Section 4.0 of this report contains the conclusions established from

all three phases of this study: the characterization of Jammning signal

types, the identification of candidate nonlinear processing techniques,

and the performance evaluation of those techniques potentially attractive

for BMD.

1-4
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2.0 SUMMARY OF INVESTIGATIONS

I

2.1 CLASSIFICATION OF JAMMER SIGNALS

This task was concerned with the identification of those character-

istics of jammer signals that are distinguishable from thermal noise and,

as such, could affect the optimal detecti6n strategy or processing. Since

the optimum processor for signal detection in thermal (i.e., white,

stationary, Gaussian) noise has been established to be the matched filter,

(Reference 1) those characteristics of jamners which may differ from

thermal noise may result in improved performance with nonlinear processing

techniques. Thus, those jamming signal characteristics that differ from

thermal noise are of interest, specifically non-white power spectral

density, non-stationarity, and non-Gaussian properties.

With the above considerations in mind, a jammer classification

scheme was developed. The initial classification breakdown was on the

basis of stationarity, as fullows:

(1) Stationary-I: Jammer signals whose statistics and power
spectral density are essentially constant.

(2) Stationary-II: Jammer signals whose statistics and power
spectral density are time varying, but remain constant for
a period of time equal to several receiver processing time
windows.

(3) Non-stationary: Jammer signals whose statistics and/or power
spectral density vary significantly over a period of time
equal to the length of a single receiver processing window.

2-1



The rationale for the above divisions is based upon the processing

strategy suitable for each category. For Stationary-I signals, Jammer

characteristics may be established by long term observation. For

Stationary-II type signals, an observation window immediately prior to

the signal processing window is required to estimate the pertinent Jammer

signal parameters. Finally, no prior estimate of janmer signal character-

istics isfeasible for non-stiationar& signals. Thus, adaptive processing

Is apparently limited to Stationary-I and Stationary-II categories.

Beyond these three major divisions, many possible jamming signal

types are conceivable. For the purposes of this study the Stationary-I

jammer signals are subdivided further into Gaussian noise and non-

Gaussian interference according to the characteristics of the respective

probability density functions. Stationary-Il and Non-stationary jammer

signals are subdivided using the conccpt of true random noise and that

of structured interference, i.e., distinct jamming signal forms. This

chain of subdivisions leads to the thirteen categories of jammer noise

as depicted in Figure 2-1. These categories are certainly not exhaustive;

however, they encompass a wide enough range of possibilities to provide

a comprehensive set of "threats" for any candidate signal processor.

Amplifying discussions of these Jammer categories are provided in

Reference 1.

2-2
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2.2 CANDIDATE NONLINEAR PROCESSING TECHNIQUES

A total of six nonlinear processing techniques were examined in

some detail during the contract performance period. This subsection dis-

cusses these six techniques. A more elaborate discussion of these candidate

nonlinear signal processing techniques is presented in Rpference 1. Re-

sults from the testing of three techniques deemed to be applicable to BMD

are presented in Section 3.0.

2.2.1 Adaptive Linear Processing

Linear processing has long been applied to problems in detection

and estimation. The classical matched filter processing of radar signals

is known to be optimum for the detection of signals in white, stationary

Gaussian noise. The matched filter is also the linear processing that

maximizes the signal-to-noise power ratio for white, stationary noise,

regardless of the probability distribution of the noise. Similarly, for

colored, stationary noise, the generalized matched filter (GMF) is the

linear processor that maximizes signal-to-noise power ratio. Futher-

more if the probability distribution of that noise (interference) happens

to be Gaussian, the GMF implements an optimum detection criterion. Thus,

for the case oF stationary interference, the GMF appears attractive. How-

ever, proper implementation of the GMF requires a knowledge of the power

spectral density of the interference. Consequently, the performance of

the GMF is dependent upon the ability to estimate the power spectral

density of the interference. For Stationary-I type jamming signals this

can be done with any decired degree of precision. For Stationary-II

2-4



jamming signals (a more general case), the spectral estimation problem

limits the achievabla performance of the GMF. An implementation of an

adaptive GMF was investigated and -he results are presented in Section 3.1.

2.2.2 Non-Parametric Detection

There are a number of detection schemes which have been developed

with the idea that the statistics of the corrupting noise are not known.

These schemes are known as non-parametric or distribution-free detectors.

Two such techniques were considered during the course of this study, the

sign detector and the Wilcoxon detector. Both of these techniques have

the property that, if the median of the corrupting noise or interference

is 0, then these detectors provide a constant false alarm rate, regardless

of any other characteristics of the distribution of noise.

The sign and Wilcoxon detectors are described in Reference 1. Addi-

tional discussions of these detectors are provided in Reference 2. It was

shown that asymptotic relative efficiency (ARE) for a s ign detector for a

constant signal in Gaussian noise was 0.64, compared to the optimum

(liniar) detector. The ARE for the Wilcoxon detector under the same

circumstances was determined to be 0.995. In the case of constant

amplitude interference, i.e. Category III, the Wilcoxon detector has an

ARE of 1.5 compared to the linear (matched filter) detector. Thus,

superior performance with the Wilcoxon detector should be obtained for

Category III jamming, in the case of constant signals.

2-5
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Attempts to apply these non-parametric schemes to the BMD radar

detection problem led to several severe problems. These problems result

from

* Unknown signal phase

a Unknown Doppler frequency

@ Pulse compression waveforms

Furthermore, it was determined that the constant false alarm features

of these detectors could be defeated by narrow band Jammers, which

reduce the number of statistically independent samples of the interference.

Because of these characteristics, non-parametric detectors were not

considered to be suitable for jamming mitigation by BMD radars.

2.2.3 Non-Coherent Clipping/Blanking

One approach to the reduction of jammer interference is the elimi-

nation of certain components of an observation when those particular com-

ponents are badly corrupted by the jammer. In such an operatior signal

fidelity is possibly comprised in order to enhance the remaining signal

components relative to the remaining noise components, as compared to the

original signal and noise components. A simple example of this is the

clipping operation depicted in Figure 2-2 for a finite signal observation

vector. Although this type of clipping is normally thought of in the time

domain it is equally applicable to the frequency domain, or any arbitrary

domain of signal definition. For the present study, time domain and fre-

quency domain clipping was considered. The designator "non-coherent" is

2-6
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applied because the clipper is invoked whenever the magnitude of a com-

ponent of signal plus interference exceeds a certdin threshold. A similar

procedure has a so been evaluated which is called a non-coherent blanker.

In this case, components of an observation vector are actually removed

when their magnitude exceeds some threshold. This procedure is outlined

in Figure 2-3

Mathematically, the non-coherent clipper and blanker procedures

transform observation components (e.g. sampled signal plus interference)

as follows:

Y i = •Yyc if JYi{ ciI Yii
Y1  otherwise

for the clipper, and

y•, ( flil•c

y, otherwise

for the blanker, where ci is a threshold.

The initial approach to defining a suitable procedure for

implementing these techniques was io determine the required threshold

levels which maximized the probability that the ratio of s4 gnal
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energy-to-!noise energy (or average power) in the transformed observation

exceeded the original observation. This approach was carried to the

point of generating the required probability distributions. However, un-

wieldy computational problems forced an abandonment of that approach in

favor of a simulation study. The simulation study considered non-coherent

clipping and blanking in both the time and frequency domain and treated

the thresholds parametrically. The results are presented in Section 3.1.

2.2.4 Signal Space Blanker

In reference 1 a technique was developed which was intended to

counter the effect on the false alarm rate that might be encountered by a

fast swept (in frequency) jammning signal. A signal of this type (Categories

X and XII) could defeat CFAR or AGC circuitry circuitry whose response time

was insufficient to' properly adjust the gain or threshold.

The basic premise for' signal space blanking is that the vector space

which spans the entire domain of the input to the signal processor contains

a constant Jammning power. However, that portion of the vector space spanned
by the possible signals of interest does not necessarily contain a constant
jammning power. As the janmmer sweeps through the pas~. band of the signal

processor, the signal space blanker, knowing the total jammning power, senses

a decrease in the ja"mning power in that portion of the vector $pace ortho-

gonal to the signal space. From this the jaining energy in the signal

space can he determined and the detection threshold adjustedJ accordingly.I ~A suggested implementation of thco signal space blanker is shown in Figure 2-4,

based upon the mathematical development in Reference 1.

?- 10
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Because the signal space blanker appeared to have utility for a

very limited class of Jamming signals, the investigation of this particular

nonlinear technique was not pursued beyond the initial development.

2.2.5 Markov Processors

A discrete parameter Markov chain is a stochastic process,

MX(tk), k-l,2, ... ), for which the condit!cal probability,

Px(t 1 )10x(t1)2 j-i}(1IB1,B2 *.. is dependent only on the most

recent previous value of the process, X(ti.1 ), i.e.,

P)(W01-02.1) (2-1)

PX(tt)I{x(tj), j<il( •,81 , B 1l) = Px(t )IX(t ))(

It is possible to structure a post-detector signal processing scheme

such that there are a finite number of system "states" and the probability

of a given state occurring depends only on the previous state.

Markov processors have been previously used in radars which operate

by illuminating a target with many consecutive pulses. Normally, a BMD

radar does not enjoy this advantage, however, Markov processing may :e

adapted to BMD radar operating modes. For example, several successive

verification pulses could be processed by a Markov processor. In, this

case, the state transitions would depend upon whether or not a given

verification pulse was correlated (range and angle) with the preceding

pulse or possibly another of the preceding verification pulses. Markov

processors are known to be inherently immune to certain types of jamming,

particularly those types of jamming signals that may appear sporadically

2-12



from pulse to pulse. Due to the fact that relatively long times on target

are required for Markov processing and the fact that state transitions

might depend upon system level considerations, thC .pplization of Markov

processors to BMD has not been developed dur'.ig ÷hese :nvestigations.

2.2.6 Filter-Nonlinearity-Filter

A class of nonlinear processing techniques was considered which con-

sists of a filter-nonlinearity-filter (FNF) pre-processor followed by a

conventional matched filter. Figure 2-5 illustrates the general form of

the FNF processor. In the most general form a FNF processor consists of

a set of (usually contiguous) linear filters whose transfer functions

are denoted by Gl(s), G2 (s) ,... G (n,. Each of the filters is followed

by some nonlinear function, denoted F1 (x), F2 (x), ... F (X). Followingn
each nonlinearity is another filter, HI(s), H2 (s), ... H (s) and the out-n

puts of all of these filters are sunied to form the output.

A form of the FNF processor termed the Taylor processor (Reference 3)

was simulated in order to assess its potential for jammer suppression. The

Taylor processor that was implemented consisted of a bank of 8 contig'lous

bandpass filters followed by a limiter in each channel and another bandpass

filter identical to the initial channel separation filter. The summation

of all 8 channels was then processed by a matched filter, compensating for

the filter bank in the Taylor processor. The theory behind the design of

the Taylor processor is that janding signals which have narrower beiadwidth

than the signal would appear in less than the full eight channels occupied

2-13
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FIGURE 2-5. AN FNF PROCESSOR

by the signal. Thus, the jamming power in those affected channels can be

limited without affecting the signal power in the remaining channels.

A secord formulation of the Taylor processor was also considered.

For this case the limiters for each channel were replaced by independent

AGC's. The results discussed in Section 3.3 indicate tht improvement in

signal-to-noise can be achieved with both forms fo the Tarlor processor in

the piesence of narror band jamming.
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3.0 SIMULATION RESULTS

During the second half of the contractual period emphasis was shifted

fromi the characterization of jammning signals and the nomination of candidate

nonlinear techniques, to the actual evaluation of those techniques. Attempts

F at analytical evaluation were stymied because of the varied jamming signal

types considered and the resulting intractable mathematics. Therefore. a

simulation was developed in several forms to test the several applicable non-

linear techniques in a Monte Carlo fashion.

The evaluation of each nonlinear techn'que was based upon the detec-

tion perfoniiance relative to conventional matched filter processing. Where

computation times would allow, the measure of performance was the inferred

probability of detection based upon detection counts from 100 trials. Levels

of significance for false alarm probabilities could not be obtained by Monte

Carlo techniques due to excessive requirements for numbers of trials. There-

fore, threshold selections for false alarm probabilities were determined from

theoretical distributions.

Where computation times did not allow direct estimation of detection

probabilities, the measure of performance was taken to be an improvement in

the signal plus Interference-to-interference power ratio over a conventional

matched filter. Symbolically:
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Y(s + n) 2

<IY~n W >12>)

.1y

Improvement factor xs ) 2  (3-1)

1<1
\4<IY(s + n)12>

\<lx(n)12>o /i

where Y(-) is the nonlinear operation, X(-) is the linear, matched filter

operation, s is the signal, n is the jammer signal plus thermal noise, and

i.> Is the sample expectation (average) operator. In other words the ratio

of the average processor output when a signal is present to the average

processor output with no signal is compared for the nonlinear process Y(-)

and the matched filter process X(.). Note that

E[tX(s+ n)12] = EjX(s)12] + E[[X(n)I2] (3-2)

since X is linear and s and n are independent. However, the equivalent

relationship for Y is not true. Thus, the determination of signal power

alone out of such a nonlinear process is not so well defined. Consequently

the ratio of signal plus interference-to-interference, and not signal-to-

interference is used.

A common signal type was assumed for each technique evaluated. This

was an up-chirped LFM waveform with a BT product of 256. Since digital sim-

ulation techniques were used to evaluate the candidate processors, the wave-

form was, in fact, a sampled LFM waveform. This sampling was performed at

the waveform bandwidth and in I and Q, so that each observation consisted

of a complex vector of length 256. The sampling rate and BT products were
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selected so that reasonable simulation run times could be achieved and yet a

relatively high BT product waveform could be considered.

3.1 GENERALIZED MATCHED FILTER

An Adaptive Generalized Matched Filter (AGMF) was simulated in order

co determine the performance characteristics of the GMF in a noise environ-

ment that was not known a priori. In Reference 1 the GMF was shown to be

the linear processor that maximized signal-to-nolse for known, stationary

noise processes, and (preceeding a threshold detector) the implementation

of the optimum detector for known, stationary Guassian noise processes.

When the characteristics of the noise are not known, the implementation of

the GMF is based upon an estimate of the noise characteristics. The AGMF

includes an estimation procedure and its performance is dependent upon the

ability to estimate the required parameters. These estimates in turn depend

upon the length of the time those parameters are constant. Consequently the
AGMF is not applicable to those type of jamming signals denoted as non-

stationary in Section 2.1.

In Reference 1 it was shown that the frequency response of the

generalized matched filter is given by:

H(w) = eJOT S*(w)/NCw)

where N(;) is the power spectral density of the interference and S(W) is

the spectrum of the signal. Thus, in the presence of Jamming, N(w) is the
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F4
sun, of a thermal noise component (independent of frequency) plus a jamming

signal term. If the jammer power spectral density is constant over the

bandwidth of the signal (i.e., a broad band ja, ,'r), then the GMF reduces

to the matched filter and no improvement is obtained.

There are several techniques used to estimate power spectral density

(Reference 4). The approach taken for this study was the averaging c. pert-

odograms as follows: The sampled ob-ervation under consideration can be

represented as a segment of a sequence, say

p+255
fy(k) I

k=p

for some p. Then the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) of the observation

may be denoted JF [y(k)} 1 . The periodogram is proportional to
k=pp 2

F i{y(k)} 255] The estimated interference power spectral density,

N (a vector), is determined by

~)2k) 21N! (Z) = ["Fy(k)Rlp-(J25 Jl (3-3)

4 N~t) k~p-j 2551J

where I is an index of the vector components. Thus, the M contiguous inter-

vals of equal length to, and immediately preceding the interval to be
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processed, are used to compute the estimated power spectral density c' the

interference. This concept is illustrated in the following figure.

TIME

SPECTRAL ESTIMATOR SIGNAL PROCESSING
PROCESSING WINDOW (MT) WINDOW (T)

The tested AGMF performed the following operation:

F y ( k ) ) k = p+ 2{ -s ( k ) } 
( 3 -4 1

266

D(p) =(3-4)

Z.= N(k)

D is the output of the GMF and

f s(k-p~l) + n(k) + r(k) , p < k < p + 255

y(k) (3-5)

In(k) + r(k) ,.k < p

where n(k) is thermal noise, r(k) is the Jamming signal, and s(k) is the

sampled waveform.

Equation (3-4) is a frequency domain implementation of the GMF.

The program flow is illustrated in Figure 3-1. Now ID(p-255)1 2 is the

interfc.ence power in the processing window just prior to the signal and
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JD(p)1 2 is the signal plus interference power. As indicated in Figure 3-1,

the AGMF may be operated as a conventional matched filter (MF). In fact the

simulation implements the AGMF and the MF simultaneously so that the improve-

ment factor can be determined for a single set of inputs. Furthermore, based

upon the interference power, ID(p-256)1 2 averaged over 100 cases, a detec-

tion threshold, C, is determined for a given false alarm probability, Pfa'

by

C -2 ln ( (3-6)

where I is the average interference power. If JD(p)1 2 > C, a detection is

declared. In order to estimate the probability of detection, the number of

actual threshold crossings out of the 100 trials are counted.

Since the AGMF is only able to provide a benefit for jamming signals

that are narrow band relative to the signal, this type of jamming signal

was considered. The first case jamming signal was colored Guassian noise

amplitude modulating a carrier, wo, at the center of the bandpass of the

waveform. The noise was generated such that the autocorrelation function

is of the form

R(u) = ealuI (3-7)

and the power spectral density is of the form
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2a ( + 1 (3-8)
(- W )2 + a 2

where 2a is the janmer bandwidth (3 dB) and I(L) is the jauer-to-noise

power ratio. Figure 3-2 is a plot of the power spectral density for the

case with = 10 and 2a = 10% of signal bandwidth, B.

It is of interest to know what the improvement factor is for the

GMF under ideal conditions, that is, when the interference power spectral

density is known. This is plotted in Figure 3-3 for the narrow band jam-

ming signal described above. The improvement over the MF in signal plus

interference-to-interference is plotted as d function of jammer bandwidth

for a 25 dB jamrer-to-noise ratio. For this example, the signal was assumed

to have a rectangular power spectrum. As indicated by this figure, the

improvement factor is not very pronounced except for relatively narrow-band

jamming signals. The improvement factor drops below 1 dB as the jammer

bandwidth exceeds 50% of the signal bandwidth.

Of course, the actual shape of the interference power spectral

density determines the 3mount of improvement attainable. The shape of the

power spectral density used here corresponds to simple RC-filtered thermal

noise.

The performance of the AGMF for the interference model discussed

above using 10% jamming signal bandwidth and 25 dB jammer-to-noise ratio

3-.8
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was examined for various spectral estimation window lengths. The plot of

improvement factor (Monte Carlo estimation) versus length of spectral esti-

mation window is shown in Figure 3-4. This figure shows that a spectral

estimation window equal to the signal processing window resulted in almost

a 3 dB loss in signal plus interference-to-interference power over the con-

ventional matched filter. Even with relatively long estimation intervals,

the performance of the AGMF does not equal the improvement expected for the

ideal filter: 4.5 dB from Figure 3-3.

The length of the spectral estimation window determines the response

time of the adaptive loop in the AGMF. Therefore, if the power spectral

density of the jammer varies more rapidly than this length of time, the

AGMF will perform poorly. On the other hand, a fast response time implies

a short spectral estimation window which implies poor performance, as shown

in Figure 3-4. With these considerations, a spectral estimation window

five times longer than the signal processing window was assumed. This choice

provides convergence of the interference power spectral density estimate for

Stationary I and Stationary II type jamming signals. The AGMF will not pro-

vide a countermeasure for non-stationary type jamming signals.

The AGMF is of benefit only when the interfering source is narrow

band relative to the signal of interest. In the event that wide band

interference is encountered, it is ap.ropriate to determining the level

of degradation in performance of the AGMF compared to the appropriate MF.

This performance degradation was found to be -1.0 and -1.2 dB for 6 dB and
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12 dB S/N ratio, respectively. By invoking the AGMF only when narrow

band interference is sensed, it may be possible to eliminate this

degradation.

The detection performance of the AGMF was examined via Monte Carlo

techniques. One case is presented in Figure 3-5. This figure shows the

number of detections out of 100 trials (estimated Pa) for the AGMF and

the MF as a function of' false alarm probability. The input signal-to-

noise for this case is 10 dB, the input jamer-to-noise is 25 dB, and the

jammer bandwidth is 10% of the signal bandwidth. The signal processor

gain is 24 dB so that this example corresponds to a high signal-to-nois,

environment but a moderate (about 9 dB post processor) signal-to-jammer

situation. The performance of the AGMF is quite superior in this example.

At 10" Pfa' the estimated Pd for the MF is about 0.125 while the AfMF

estimated Pd is near 0.87. The improvement factor for this case was

3.7 dB.

A second example is given by Figure 3-6. In this case a 0 dB input

signal-to-noise ratio and a 18 dB input jammer-to-noise ratio were con-

sidered. Again, 10% jammer bandwidth was assumed. The detection perfor-

mance for this case was considerably worse because the post processing

signal-to-jamming ratio is only about ,j dB. Marked improvement was achieved

by the AGMF. The improvement factor, for this case, is 2.9 dB.

The AGMF was also tested against constant amplitude jamming with

phase noise. This type of signal, denoted Category III in Section 2-1,
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is considered to be consistent with efficient Jamming power generation.

Constant amplitude Jamming signals were simulated by generating phase noise

with a power spectral density of the form

= 2 a (3-9)

W + a2

where *(k) represents the phase noise sequence. Then the constant ampli-

tude noise sequence was formed from

r(k) = ei(k) . (3-10)

The AGMF demonsti 3ted improvement. over the MF for constant amplitude

noise as well. The following table illustrates these improvement levels.

TABLE 3-1. AGMF PERFORMANCE FOR CATEGORY III
(CONSTANT AMPLITUDE) JAMMING

JAMMER SIGNAL IMPROVEMENT
PERCENTAGE BANDWIDTH FACTOR (dB)

(APPROXIMATE) FACTOR___B)

3% 6.0

7% 3.6

8.5% 2.9

NOTE: 0 dB input S/N; 18 dB input J/N
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The results of this section have shown that the AGMF can provide

superior performance to an MF in tihe preseiice of narrow band jann.ing sig-

nals with estimatable power spectral densities. It appears that lack of

perfect knowledge of the power spectral density of the interference results

in a 1 to 2 dB loss in S/N over the ideal GMF. Furthermore, the jamming

signal bandwidth was required to be 10% or less of the signal bandwidth

in order to ac •vc improvement factors greater than 3 dB for the cases

considered.

3.2 NON-COHERENT CLIPPING/BLANKING

Non-coherent clipping and non-coherent blanking are two nonlinear

digital signal processing techniques that are designed to exploit the fact

that the jamming signals may be localized in either time or frequency, when

compared to the signal oi interest. Such a situation can occur in either

pulsed jamming or narrow band jamming. Unlike the AGMF, discussed in

Section 3.1, these two techniques do not require that any prior estimation.

of the jamming signal characteristics (with the possible exception of power).

This opens the possibility of providing improved performance over the

linear (matched) filter for non-stationary signals.

As mentioned in Section 2.2.3, the initial approach to evaluating

the potential benefit of non-coherent clipping was to analytically derive

the appropriate threshold vector which would maximize the probability of

improving the signal-to-noise energy ratio prior to matched filtering.

However, this approach resulted in unmanageable mathematical complexity,
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I
and hence a simulation approach was developed. The simulation approach

included treating the threshold selection parametrically.

Figure 3-7 is a block diagram of the simulation. The two nonlinear

elements are the time domain clipper/blanker and the frequency domain

clipper/blanker. The time domain element is provided to reduce the energy

of jamming signals that are localized in time. The frequency domain ele-

ment is provided to accomplish the same result for Jamming signals that are

localized in fr-quency. It was discovered that having these elements in

series in this manner caused adverse effects. The time domain nonlinearity

tended to broaden the spectrum of narrow band jamming signals so that the

frequency domain clipper/blanker could not perform as desired. Consequently,

those two nonlinear elements were examined independently, which would cor-

respond to a parallel implementation and dual detection logic, as shown in

Figure 3-8.

The clipping and blanking threshold vectors were assumed to have

equal components. This is consistent with the fact that the signal vector

(as described in Section 3.0) in both time and frequency domains have com-

ponents of equal amplitude. The threshold level was varied as a percentage

of the measured rms noise level.

The frequency domain clipper/blanker was exercised against narrow

band jamming signals including those used for evaluating the AGMF. The

first case considered was for narrow band Guasslan Jamming with power

3-18 i
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spectral densities of the form given by Equation 3-8. The case of 10%

(half-power) jammier bandwidth relative to signal bandwidth and 18 dB J/N

ratio and 0 dB S/N ratio (input to processor) was examined. The improve-

ment factors for non-coherent clipping as a function of threshold level is

shown in Figure 3-9. The improvement factor for non-coherent blanking is ,

also shown in this figure. These results indicate the maximum improvement

for non-coherent clipping occurs when the threshold is set below the mns

interference level. However, the blanking technique works best at a higher

vecor resrv~ th phsecontent of the signal, even when all observation

cmoetarafetdsuhas the case when the clipping threshold is 1

zero (i.e.,, hard limiting). On the other hand, the observation components

whose magnitude exceeds the blanking threshold are set to zero and conse-

quently all signal information is lost.

Figure 3-8 indicates that the optimum threshold selection for the

clipping technique is about 0.4 times the RMS interference level. This

result seemed to hold for a wide variety of jammning conditions and was

accepted as fixed threshold selection strategy for the frequency domain

clipper. Likewise, the 1.2 times RMS interference level was found to be

near optimum for a wide variety of conditions and it too was fixed as the

frequency domain blanking threshold.

Using these threshold selections, the improvement factor for clip-

ping is 2.9 dB and for blanking is 2.7 dB. These values compare favorably

with the 2.9 dB improvement attained unde~r these conditions by the AGMF.
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Figure 3-10 shows the detection performance curves for the clipper

and the blanker. The maitched filter results are also shown for comparison.

Although, single pulse detection performance is probably not acceptable

under these conditions even with the improvement of these nonlinear techni-

Iques, the number of pulses required to achieve reasonable performance wouldJ
be considerably reduced by the use of either the non-coherent clipper or

blanker.

Figure 3-11 shows the detection performance for the case of narrow

band Gaussian noise where the jammer-to-noise ratio is 15 dB and the jammning

signal bandwidth is 10% of the signal bandwidth. The results are similar

to the 18 dB januner-to-noise case. Marked improvement in detection per-

formance is achievable with the non-coherent clipper and the blanker when

con-pared to the conventional matched filter. In this example, the perfor-

mance of the matched filter is unacceptable while the performance of either

the non-coherent clipper or blanker may be acceptable. The improvement

factors for this case are 2.9 dB and 2.6 dB for the clipper and blanker

respectively.

It has been demonstrated that these nonlinear techniques can provide

an improvement in detection performance for narrow band Gaussian envelopeI

jammning signals. However, this improvement depends upon the particular

bandwidth of the janmmer, as shown in Figure 3-12. This figure prov~des

the improvement factor for non-coherent clipping and blanking as the Jam-

mer bandwidth varies from 10 to 25% of the signal bandwidth. This figure
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shows the rapid fall off in improvement as the jammer bandwidth broadens.

At 20% bandwidth the blanker results in about - dB loss in signal plus

interference-to-interference ratio. At that point the clipper demonstrates

only about 0.8 dB improvenment.

Also shown in Figure 3-12 are the results for wide band (white)

Jamming. This result indicated that the blanker performance deteriorates

unacceptably (-2.75 dB improvement factor) when wide band interference

(Including thermal noise alone) is dominant. On the other hand, the

clipper only suffers about ½ dB loss in improvement factor. This is

favorable when compared to the 1 to 2 dB loss in S/N demonstrated by the

AGMF under similar conditions.

The large negative inipro~ement factor demonstrated by the non-

coherent blanker in wide band noise is not unexpected. Since the blanking

threshold is proportional to the RMS noise level, as the interference band-

width broadens, more components of the observation vector exceed the

threshold. This effect is illustrated in Figure 3-13. In the presence

of wide band jamming under small signal conditions, the probability of an

observation component exceeding the blanking threshold (1.2 x RMS noise

level) is approximately 0.49. Thus, about half of the observation compo-

nents would be blanked and the compression gain of the signal processor

would be reduced by about 3 dB. This difficulty with the non-coherent

blanker can be alleviated by invoking an upper limit on the number of

blanked components. An alternate procedure would be to blank the K largest

(magnitude) components of the observation vector for some fixed number, K.
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The performance of the non-coherent frequency clipper and blanker

was also examined for the case of narrow band, constant amplitude Jamming

signal types. The case of 0 dB S/N with 18 dB J/N was considered for three

jammer bandwidths. The following table summarizes these results.

TABLE 3-2. NON-COHERENT FREQUENCY CLIPPING/
BLANKING PERFORMANCE FOR
CONSTANT AMPLITUDE ¶JAIMMING

JAMMER SIGNAL IMPROVEMENT
PERCENTAGE BANDWIDTH FACTOR (dB)

(APPROXIMATE) CLIPPING BLANKING

3% 6.2 6.4

7% 3.4 3.0

8.5% 1.4 0.6

Comparing the above table with Table 3-1, which gives the analogous

performance for the AGMF, it is apparent that the clipper and blanker per-

form slightly better than the AGMF for the 3% bandwidth case. At 7% band-

width the AGMF is slightly better, and at 8.5% bandwidth, the AGMF, with

a 2,9 dB improvement factor, perflorms significantly better than the non-

ccherent clipper or blanker techniques, at 1.4 and 0.6 dB respectively.

The alternate non-coherent clipping and blanking techniquez operate

in the time domain. These techniqtes were evaluated in the presence of

pulsed jamming, for which they are particularly applicable. The basic
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attraction of these techniques is the fact that when a jamming signal

occupies only a po;-tion of the time window containing a signal, that por-

tion can be modified so as to reduce the jamming energy subsequently pro-

cessed by the matched filter.

Unlike the narrow band jamming cases considered for the frequency

domain clipper/blanker, the pulsed jamming signals considered here are,

in fact, zero for portions of the signal processing window. Consequently

the clipping/blanking thresholds which provide the greatest improvement

are not the same as were determined in the frequency domain case. This

is illustrated by Figure 3-14, which shows the improvement factor for time

domain clipping with 0 dB input signal-to-noise, 18 dO inpit Jamnmer-to-

noise (average jammer power) for a wide-band jammer with a Gaussian dis-

tributed random envelope. The threshold selection ranges from 0 (hard

limiting) to 1.2 times the RMS interference level. Four cases of jammer

duty cycles are considered, 12.5%, 25%, 50%, ane 100% (continuous). With

about 24 dE signal processor gain, the output S/I with matched filter

processing for these examples is about 6 dB. This is not sufficient for

reasonable detection performance. However, with the improvement factors

indicated in the plot, satisfactory detection performance is possible,

even with 50% duty cycle jamming, assuming high signal-to-thermal noise

ratios.

For the cases considered in Figure 3-14, the optimum threshold level

appears to be in the neighborhood of 0.2 times the rms interference level.
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At this clipping threshold, the loss in S/I in the presence of continuous

jamming is about -1 dB, as shown in the figure.

Figure 3-15 is a plot of the improvement factor for non-coherent

blanking for the same cases as Figure 3-14. This figure shows that, at the

optimum threshold level .of 0.4 times the RMS interference level, the blanker

performance is superior to the clipper performance. Up to 12.5 dB improve-

ment was obtained for the 50% duty cycle case. This may be compared to the

theoretical improvement factor of 14 dB which would result if the signal

processing window were Ideally blanked during the jamming pulse.

Also shown in Figure 3-15 is the loss associated with non-coherent

blanking. At the optimum threshold, this loss is an unacceptable -6.5 dB.

However, as mentioned in regard to frequency domain non-coherent blanking,

part of that loss may be avoided by limiting the number of observation

ccmponents that are blanked.

Figure 3-16 is a plot of the detection performance for the time

domain non-coherent clippe7/blanker in the presence of pulsed, wide band

jamming with 50% duty dycle. This is for the case of 0 dB input S/N and

18 dB input J/N. The matched filter post processing signal-to-interference

In this example is about 6 dB. This example represents a case where high

S/N values are attainable yet Jan.iqg power is sufficient to substantially

interfere with detection. In fact, out of 100 trials, Figure 3-16 shows

that not a single detection resulted with matched filter processing and
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with the detection threshold adjusted for 106 probability of false alarm.

w•;-•', with non-coherent clipping or blanking, at 1O"6 probability of

M, alarm, 100% success rate was achieved for detection. Because of the

high S/N situation, extremely good detection performance is shown when the

effects of the pulsed jamming are mitigated by the use of non-coherent

clipping or blanking.

The results demonstrated in this section have shown that the non-

coherent clipping and/or blanking techniques can provide superior perfor-

mance to the conventional matched filter processor. Thes! techniques are

robust in the sense that they do not require stationarity for the jamming

signals. However, they do require that the jamming signals be either

localized in time or frequency when compared to the signal of interest.

Thus, some knowledge of the offense jamming strategy would be desirable.

A potential side benefit is the immunity gained from friendly unintentional

interference sources.

3.3 FILTER-NONLINEARITY-FILTER PROCESSING

As discussed in Section 2.2.6, the FNF processor is designed to counter

narrow band jamming by independently processing several channels or sub-bands

of the band of the signal of interest. For the Taylor FNF processor, the

theory is that the sub-band(s) containing the janminIg sign;, can be limited.

Hence the interference power would be reduced when the channels are recom-

bined. The Taylor processor is in a sense an analogue to the non-coherent

frequency clipping for non-digital processing. The testing of the Taylor

processor was, however, accomplished via digital simulation.
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The particular Taylor processor implemented for testing contained

8 channels. These channels were formed by inputting the observation through

a bank of 8 contiguous Chebychev bandpass filters. This process is

depicted in Figure 3-17. The filters were designed for peak sidelobes of

-30 dB relative to the mainlobe, and were spaced so as to cover the entire

band of the signal. Following the channel separation filters was a soft

limiter (clipper) which performed the following transformation

Xk if IXkI < T
f(Xk)

TXk

77k if IXkI 4 T

where T is a threshold and Xk Is an observation component (complex for

I and Q processing).

In addition to the above nonlinearity, two additional types were

considered: an automatic gain control (AGC) based upon the peak s.ignal in

the particular channel during the processing window (signal duration), and

an AGC based on the RNS voltage level for the particular channel.

Following the nonlinear transformation, each channel is filtered

again using an identical filter to the appropriate channel separation filter.

This second filter bank is desirable because the limiting nonlinearity has

t the tendancy to broaden the spectrum in each channel. Following the second

filter bank the channels are recombined and processed by a matched filter.

The appropriate matched filter is not matched to the transmitted signal,
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but matched to that signal after passing through the filter banks of the

Taylor processor. Figure 3-18 diagrams the simulation used to study the

Taylor processor and the two AGC modifications. For the Taylor processor,

the nonlinearities, fl(x) through f8(x) are all identical. But for the

peak and' RMS AGC implementations these functions are channel dependent.

As shown in the figure, the appropriate matched filter has frequency

response, G(w) given by

G(w) = [Hi(w)] 2 S(, (3-11)

where S(w) is the signal spectrum and Hi(w) is the response of the ith

channel separation filter. For simulation purposes the signal was assumed

to be the 256 BT product LFM waveform as described at the beginning of Sec-

tion 3.0 and as used to evaluate the AGMF and non-coherent clipping/blanking

techniques.

The Taylor processor was tested using narrow band Gaus.aan j.ing

signals as described by Equation 3-8. Because of the long run times

required by the simulated signal processor, the number of Monte Carlo trials

that could be reasonably performed were insufficient to allow for direct

estimates of detection performance. Hence, the signal plus interference-to-

interference k-atio improvement over conventional matched filter processing

is the standard by which the Taylor processor and the two AGC techniiques

were evaluated.
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The clipping threshold for the Taylor processor was varied para-

metrically to determine the sensitivity in performance as well as the

optimum levels for processing. Figure 3-19 indicates the threshold sensi-

tivity for a jamming signal with 5% bandwidth (relative to signal bandwidth)

for various levels of Jamming power. The thermal noise power In this and

subsequent examples has been set low enough so that the improvement factor

is effectively improvement in signal-to-jamming ratio. The jamming power

levels are indicated on the figure in terms of input signal-to-jamming

(SlJ) power.

For all but the -5 dB S/J case, threshold values below -10 dB

effectively result in hard limiting so that the improvement factor is

relatively insensitive to threshold. Similarly, for all but the -25 dB S/J

case, the threshold level reaches a point where it Is not exceeded and the

performance levels off to a slight or negligible loss due to the filter

banks. The region of maximum improvement encompasses a threshold range of

about 4 dB for the -5, -10, and -15 dB S/J cases. At -20 and -25 dB S/J,

the maximum achievable improvement level basically occurs at haro limiting.

The greatest improvement factor occurs at -25 dB SIJ where a 3.3 dB improve-

ment in S/I is attained over the conventional matched filter. This results

in an increase in S/I from about -1 to 2.3 dB after processing, still insuf-

ficient for reasonable detection performance.

The improvement factor attained at the optimum threshold was examined

for several cases of Jamming signal bandwidth. Figure 3-20 plots these
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results for input S/J ratios from -25 to -5 dB. The bandwidths considered L
ranged from 1% to 50% of the desired signal bandwidth.

Figure 3-20 indicates that the Taylor processor oraly provides signi-

ficant improvement fcr jamming signals whose bandwidth is a small fraction

of tOe signal bandwidth. The Improvement factor of about 2.s dB for 10%

Jammer bandwidths in the range of -15 to -20 dB input S/J is compurable to

the improvement shown by the AGMF and the non-coherent :1ipping/blanking

techniques under similar conditions. The Taylor porcessot h-owever, unlike

the AGMF require.: no "learning" time and hence is applicable to non-station-

ary signals. On the other hand, the threshold selection problem car .,ot be

dismissed because, under certain conditions, the performance is sensitive

to proper threshold selection.

As an alternative to the selection of appropriate thresholds, it

was reasoned that incorporating some form of AGC as the nonlinear element

in each of the channels, might accomplish -.'ie desired result. Two types

of AGC's were examined: a peak normalizing AGC and an RMS normalizing AGC.

The peak norwmalizing AGC basically determines the peak (magnitude)

observation component in each channel and divides .all components by that

value. This FNF processor was examined for the same cases as presented

in Figure 3-20. Figure 3-21 contains these results. This figure shows

that the peak-normalizing AGC processor performs better than the optimum

threshold Taylor processor for all of the 1% and some of the 5% bandwidth
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cases. For the 10% to 50% jammer bandwidths the Taylor processor seems

capable (with optimum threshold) of out-performing this AGC technique.

A second AGC was implemented which normalized the observations in

each channel by the RKS power in that channel during the processing window.

The results from this technique are shown in Figure 3-22. The performance

of the RMS-normaltztng AGC is, for the most part, comparable to the

peak-normalizing AGC. The same conclusions concerning the relative merits

of the Taylor processor also apply here. At 10% jammer bandwidth and in

the range of -15 to -20 MB input S/J, where detection performance is

marginal, both AGC techniques show disappointingly small improvemk.efts.

The results pr'esnrnted in this subsection reinforce the notion than

a jamming signal that is confined in frequency to less than the bandwidth

of the stglial of interest, can be reduced in its effect without the precise

knowledge of or estimate of its particular spectral density. However, the I
jammer bandwidth must be a relatively smell portion of the signal bandwidth 4

in order for aiiy significant improvement to be realized. Although specific

implementation detdils of the Taylor processor or the modifications con-

sidered may influence their performance capabilities, it is felt that the

results from this simulation indicate the general level of improvement that

may be attained using these nonlinear processing techniques.
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4.0 CONCLUSIONS

The investigations documented in this report are fundamentally

investigations into ECCM techniques for radars performing BMD functions.

A number of ECCM techniques such as sidelobe cancellation and frequency

agility are known to be applicable for BMD radars. These present investi-

gations are limited to ECCM techniques which can be implemented in the

receiver ur signal processor portion of the radar. In particular, non-

linear techniques for the mitigation of the effects of Jammers have been

studied. As a prerequisite to examining and generating suitable techniques,

the potential vulnerabilitie3 of jamming signals had to be identified.

It is a standard assumption that BMD jammers will be wide band,

thermal-like (i.e., Gaussian) noise sources. With this assumption, the

optimum linear signal processing for maximizing S/N is the conventional

matched filter. Moreover, the implementation of the optimum detector in

either the Neyman-Pearson or Ideal Detector sense can be realized by the

matched filter, Therefore, under the assumption of wide band Gaussian

noise jammers and the assumption of stationarity of the interference,

there appears to he no benefit to nonlinear processing. In the event

that stationarity is not present, the well-known constant false alarm

rate (CFAR) processing is applicable. CFAR processing is indeed

nonlinear.

If the objective of jamming is to increase the interference level

in the signal porcessor, it is certainly true that wide band Gaussian noise
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jammers are not optimum. In fact, for a fixed amount of jamming power,

the offense could maximize the interference level in the signal processor

by reproducing the radars signal, were it possible. This extreme is,

however, not anticipated for BMD jammers because of the inherent covertness

resulting from high BT product BMD waveforms.

The optimum strategy on the part of a BMD Jammer designer could

depend upon his knowledge of the defense's waveforms and signal processing,

the level of sophistication possible for the jan•.ers, and the cost extracted

from the defense. This cost may be detection denial, false alarm saturation,

track corruption, or even destruction of discrimination capability. It was

beyond the scope of this effort to assess these issues and to formulate an

offensive Jamming signal repertoire. However, in light of these considera-

tions, it was necessary to establish certain generic jamming signal cate-

gories that might encompass a range of signal characteristics which could

1) be particularly detrimental to conventional linear processing, and

2) possess vulnerabilities which might be exploited by nonlinear signal

processing.

The classification of jamming signals resulted in three broad classes

based upon stationarity. The first of these classes is denoted as Stationary

I which contains signals which are essentially stationary over long times.

The second class consists of those signals which are essentially stationary

only over several signal processing windows. These are denoted as Stationary

II. Finally, the third class of signals are non-stationary to the degree
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that signal characteristics vary Algnlficantly over one or two signal

processing windows.

The rationale for these three jamming signal classes is based upon

the ability of the defense to estimate pertinent characteristics of the

jamming signals in order to appropriately modify the signal processing.

For Stationary I signals these characteristics are assumed to be determi-

nable with an arbitrary precision. For Stationary II signals, estimation

errors of these characteristics may significantly affect processor per-

formance. For non-stationary signals, all pertinent characteristics

cannot be determined.

Below the three main classes of jamming signals, thirteen categories

are established based upon power spectral density, duty cycle, and ampli-

tude distribution. Six nonlinear techniques were examined for applicability

to these jamming signal categories. Of these six, three ware determined to

have reasonable BMD-compatible implementations. These three were evaluated

by signal processing simulations. One or more variations on each of these

techniques displayed the ability to provide some measure of improvement in

signal plus interference-to-interference ratio over conventional matched

filter processing. Improvements in detection probabilities were determined

when possible with reasonable simulation execution times.

The following paragraphs delineate the six nonlinear signal process-

ing techniques examined and state the conclusions concerning each one:
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9 Adaptive Generalized Matched Filter ,AG)

The AGMF is suitable for Stationary I and Stationary II Jamming !1
AIgnals whose power spectral density is not constant over the

frequency band of the signal of interest. The proper operation

of the AGMF requires a spectral estimation procedure which may

be defeated by non-stationary jamming signals. For the purposes

of evaluation, the spectral estimation procedure was perfonned

during the five signal processing windows immediately preceding

the window being processed. It was shnwn that for narrow band

Gaussian and ccnstant envelope jamming signals the AGMF does

perform better than the standard matched filter. For Gaussian

jamming signals with 10% bandwidth compared to the signal of

interest, about 2.9 dB improvement was attained. For wide band

Gaussian noise, the AGMF demonstrated about a 1 to 2 dB loss in

S/N.

* Non-Parametric Detectors

Non-parametric detection techniques were investigated because

they are designed so as to be somewhat independent of the par-

ticular distribution of the interference. Two types of detec-

tors were considered - the sign detector and the Wilcoxon

detector. However, it was discovered that narrow band jamming

had the effect of reducing the number of independent noise

samples and, as a result, destroyed the constant false alarm
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characteristics of these detectors. Additional implementation

problems were uncovered rl-iating to unknown signal phase, unknown

Doppler frequency, and pulse compression waveforms. Because of

these problems, the non-parametric detectors were not considered

for detailed performance evaluation.

e Non-Coherent Clipping/Blanking

These are two similar techniques whose benefits lie in the

ability to reduce interference levels for jamming signals that

are either narrow band (frequency domain non-coherent clipping/

blanking) or pulsed (time domain non-coherent clipping/blanking).

These techniques are implemented prior to the conventional matched

filter. They are attractive in the fact that no jamming signai

estimation parameters, other than perhaps power, are required.

This implies that effects from non-stationary jamming signals may

be reduced. Against narrow band jamming, 10% bandwidth, the fre-

quency domain non-coherent clipper and blanker were able to demon-

strate improvements of 2.9 dB and 2.7 dB respectively. Against

pulse jamming, both the time domain non-coherent clipper and the

blanker perfoyned exceptionally well. Cases in which signal-to-

noise (thermal) was high but detection performance was marginal

because of the Jamming were transformed into high protability of

detection situations. The fact that time domain clipping/blanking

performed better on pulsed signals than frequency domain *lipping/

blanking on narrow band signals is partially due to the fact that
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narrow band jamming signals were modeled as having continuous,

spreading spectrums covering the entire signal band, while the

pulsed jamming signals were actually zero during a portion of

the signal.

e Signal Space Blanker

This technique was Judged to be useful in a sit.tion where a

swept, constant power Jamming signal is present in the operating

range of the radar at all times, but present in the receiver pass

band only momentarily. It is based upon sensing the amount of

Jamming energy projected on the signal space and instantaneously

adjusting the gain or detection threshold to prevent a false

alarm. Although this technique was judged to be useful, its

applicability is limited to such a restricted class of jamming

signals that it was not analyzed or simulated in great detail.

9 Markov Processor

Markov processing refers to a class of post-detection signal

processors that register a number of system "states." The prob-

ability of transitions between states is, theoretically, dependent

only on the current state. One state might correspond to a de-

clared detection, while another might correspond to a request for

another verification pulse. It was concluded that Markov proces-

sors inherently require a long time or many pulses on target and

hence are not particularly suited for BMD radars.
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* Filter-Nonlinearity-Filter -('F 1F

All FNF processors have the characteristic of operating on sub-

bands of the signal of interest by forming channels with banksI of filters. The objective is to isolate narrow band jamming in

a fraction of the total number c' channels. Three fo-,,is of non-

linear operaitiops were tested via simulation. A clipping opera-

tion and two types of AGC's were performed on each of eight

channels. The clipping operation FNF is called a Taylor

processor. It was effective in reducing 10% bandwidth narrow

band jamming by up to 2.3 dB. Comparable results for to.e AGC

implementations are about 1.5 dB.

Several broad generalizations ar*, app&rent from these investigations.

The first is that it is possible via nonlinear processing to reduce the

effects of jamming for BMD. Furthermore, there are techniques which are

applicable for a broad range of Jamming signals. All techniques found to

be effective are predicted on the ability to isolate the jamming from the

signal of interest in either time or frequency. No technique was uncovered

which would capitalize on specific probability distributions of random jam-

ming signals. The performance of the nonlinear techniques in narrow band

jamming proved to be disappointing except for very narrow band (<10%) j3m-

ming signals. For pulsed jamming the time domain noncoherent clipper and

blanker proved to be very beneficial when the environment was favorable

(high S/N). The merits of these techniques must ultimately be considered

for particular waveforms and particular environments in order to determine

their effectiveness in reducing the detrimental effects of ECM.
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